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Prologue

This report results from an extensive process of virtual discussions and exchanges over several months among Venezuelan, US, and European thought leaders concerned about Venezuela’s political, economic, social and humanitarian crises. It aims to offer fresh and up to date analysis of what has impeded democratic political change in Venezuela and to explore options to enhance the chances for future democratization, civil harmony, and economic recovery.

The Venezuela Working Group, assembled by the Latin American Program of the Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars, includes experts from diverse disciplines and perspectives on Venezuelan politics, economics, civil society, public policy, and international relations, as well as authorities on democratic transitions in other countries. The Group’s discussions probed Venezuela’s descent into authoritarianism; opposition strategies; incentives for various actors to try to change Venezuela’s crippling status quo; and the relative strengths and weaknesses of the regime and the opposition. Working Group members prepared studies to improve understanding of the armed forces, the nature of chavismo, civil society, the political opposition, the legal and illicit economies, and the lessons for Venezuela of transitions from authoritarianism to democratic governance elsewhere. All these and other materials contributed to the report’s evolving draft.

The Working Group members whose names appear below affirm that this report reflects the consensus of its participants. Even though individual signers may not necessarily agree with every phrase in the text, they all endorse the report’s overall content and tone and support its principal findings and recommendations. Members of the Working Group participated as individuals, not as representatives of any institution, organization, or government; the affiliations listed below are for identification purposes only.

Report author Michael A. Penfold incorporated significant materials, contributions, and feedback on successive drafts from members of the Working Group. We are grateful to Sara Torres for superb research assistance; and to Beatriz García Nice and Oscar Cruz of the Latin American Program staff for their valuable support.
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Executive Summary

Venezuela’s economic collapse, polarization, repression and stalemate have deepened for years, with no end in sight. Four attempted negotiations have failed, each time with both sides accusing the other for bad faith.

With active Norwegian diplomatic mediation, a new round of dialogue and negotiations began in Mexico City in August 2021. It opened with an agreed statement of objectives and procedures, suggesting that both Venezuela’s government under President Nicolás Maduro and the “interim government” established by the democratically elected National Assembly agreed that concerted effort is required in the interests of all Venezuelans to confront the country’s grave economic, social and public health crises and move toward resolving the country’s problems and rebuilding democracy. Representatives of both sides confirmed after each of the initial meetings that they were making progress on procedures and finding common ground on issues. But the Maduro government announced in mid-October that it would not attend the next scheduled round of talks in protest over the extradition to the United States of a close Maduro associate, accused of multiple counts of money laundering.

This report departs from a fundamental premise: that Venezuela’s dire and destructive impasse cannot be resolved until both the Venezuelan government, led since 2013 by Nicolás Maduro, and the opposition interim government established in 2019 under Juan Guaidó, recognize that their strategies have failed to solve key practical problems faced daily by Venezuela’s impoverished population, and that each lacks enduring public support to chart a credible path forward.

A negotiated accord, reinforcing democratic norms and institutions and promoting cooperation across political divisions, is in the interest of those who have supported the chavista movement, those who have opposed it, and the rest of Venezuelans. The report provides historical background to clarify how and why the movement led by retired Col. Hugo Chávez came to power, built popular support by incorporating marginalized sectors of the Venezuelan population, undertook radical social and economic programs, widely distributed the benefits of the large increase in oil prices, and moved Venezuela away from liberal democracy toward authoritarian governance while expanding corruption and the powers of a politicized military sector. We also discuss the techniques that opponents of chavismo employed to counter these trends, only to be faced by an increasingly repressive state. We do not evaluate the past nor assess blame. Rather, we try to account for Venezuela’s divisions and then to explore whether constructive and feasible paths can be fashioned to help social and political actors within Venezuela, from its diaspora, and members of the international
community, commit to concrete steps aimed at peaceful coexistence, economic recovery, and the rebuilding of democratic institutions and civil society.

None of the proposed paths we discuss would be easy, short, likely to be smooth, or assured. But the pragmatic, strategic, incremental, step-by-step approach we recommend has a considerably better chance over time to reverse Venezuela’s downward spiral and make progress toward a more peaceful, prosperous, and democratic Venezuela than the course that has been followed thus far by Maduro’s government, the organized opposition, diffuse Venezuelan public opinion, and salient actors from the international community, each with its own perspective and interests, but with no shared positive vision or concrete plans for the future.

The heavy lifting to halt the country’s decline and change its course must be undertaken primarily by Venezuelans, including those who have thus far been active in public life and those who have felt alienated and incapable of positively shaping the country’s future and their own. The approach we recommend will take mature and thoughtful leadership and, equally important, will require broad participation by civil society organizations and citizens. No foreign power will take the risks and devote the resources needed to resolve Venezuela’s multiple crises, but several nations have interests and resources that could engage with and support strong Venezuelan efforts.

Assuring and protecting free, fair, and credible elections with agreed rules and procedures and adequate monitoring is clearly necessary and should be advanced incrementally. Given the nature of the Maduro government, the full achievement of such elections may occur in stages over time. Venezuelan democrats should grasp every opportunity to insist on fair elections. This entails participating and working with civil society organizations and international monitors to assure that negotiated improvements in campaign and electoral procedures are enforced and necessitates rebuilding their networks throughout Venezuela to gain the electoral strength required to transform potential openings into further democratization. This approach entails taking political risks—making use of windows of opportunity rather than waiting for optimum conditions sometime in the future. The opposition will need to accept that there are tradeoffs between what is desirable over the long term and what is feasible now that the quick path toward democratization they had anticipated has been blocked. A rapid political transition that restores democratic rights, decisively tackles crimes and corruption and ends all human rights abuses—the swift and comprehensive solution captured in the phrase “end the usurpation”—is not achievable given the consolidation of the Maduro regime.
Maduro can probably continue to resist external pressures and deepen his authoritarian rule, even though that would entail political and social risks in the medium and long term. The idea that Maduro will leave power swiftly and that his government will not protect itself from persecution if he loses an election may be a natural aspiration but it is not a political reality. The opposition should concentrate on negotiating a limited political opening that could potentially contribute to a transition process, if and when the opposition is able to reunite and build substantial popular support.

We understand that many observers are skeptical that the Maduro government—with its authoritarian characteristics, including human rights violations, corruption and deep involvement in illegitimate economies, and intolerance of contrary lines of thought and political engagement—will allow an opening toward mutual coexistence among people of diverse opinions, that they have no incentives for allowing measures that would liberalize Venezuelan politics, even if the international community is prepared to drop or reduce sanctions to encourage such liberalization.

We argue that, despite its authoritarian nature, the Maduro regime might negotiate a political opening that leads to a gradual relaxation of international sanctions and to substantially greater humanitarian aid and access to international credit and foreign private investment. Maduro faces a dilemma: his government can remain in power at high social cost, or it can improve Venezuela’s conditions by achieving a gradual easing of international restrictions. As long as Maduro remains in power, the only way out of this dilemma is through negotiations with the democratic opposition that are endorsed and supported by the United States and the international community.
Democratization in Venezuela: Thoughts on a New Path

By Michael A. Penfold

With the rise to power in 1999 of a charismatic elected leader, the retired army colonel Hugo Chávez, Venezuela’s democracy gradually deteriorated. Twenty years later, Venezuela’s descent into an authoritarian regime is undeniable. From systematic democratic backsliding under Chávez (1999–2013) to Nicolás Maduro’s two controversial, and at times outright repressive, terms in office, Venezuela’s democratic checks and balances have been effectively dismantled. Many Venezuelans in all walks of life have suffered socially, politically, and economically. Both peaceful protesters and opposition figures have been jailed. The latter have also been stripped of their political and civil rights.

Confronted by these abuses, many Venezuelans have fought back, albeit unsuccessfully. Since Maduro came to power, there have been three major rounds of nationwide street protests that have lasted for months and left scores dead. The country’s latest and most dramatic attempt to restore constitutional rule came in 2019, when Juan Guaidó, the head of the democratically elected National Assembly, swore himself in as interim president, arguing that there was a vacuum of power after Maduro’s sham victory in the 2018 rigged presidential elections. Guaidó’s move garnered widespread support from governments—including the United States, Canada, and many in Latin America and in Europe—and eventually led to broadening international sanctions designed to exert economic and social pressure to force Maduro and his entourage out of power.

Almost three years later, Maduro remains as president. Aided by the military, as well as by the staunch support of international allies—including Cuba, China, Russia, Iran, and Turkey—he rules with an iron fist.

Why and how—despite severe economic collapse, an abysmal record of human rights violations, the largest exodus of emigrants in the Western Hemisphere, and strong international condemnation—has chavismo been able to checkmate Guaidó and his backers? This question has no simple answer—a complex one (to

---

1 Penfold is the Abraham F. Lowenthal Public Policy Fellow in the Wilson Center’s Latin American Program and a professor at the Instituto de Estudios Superiores de Administración (IESA) in Caracas.
be found below) is linked to the very nature of the regime. However, the political reality in Venezuela is that the prospects for political change, which many opposition leaders believed could lead to a sudden breakdown and a rapid democratic transition thanks to international pressure and diplomatic isolation, has in practice evaporated. As the prospects for democratization diminished, Guaidó’s popularity rapidly fell to almost the same level as Maduro’s.\(^6\) Today a majority of Venezuelans identify with neither the government nor the opposition parties.\(^7\) Faced with daily hardships, citizens not only struggle to survive but also perceive that the likelihood of political change (even if they support it) has seriously decreased.

With a strict nationwide lockdown prompted by the COVID-19 pandemic, Maduro successfully demobilized society. Maduro was also able to justify granting the military greater control over the territory by entrusting it with enforcement of lockdown rules.\(^8\) The regime was able to skillfully turn US president Donald Trump’s policies and oil sanctions to its favor in the court of Venezuelan public opinion. The opposition, with international support, was applying what some of them referred to as “maximum pressure”—including secondary sanctions on third parties trading oil with Venezuela, international indictments of top leaders of both chavismo and the armed forces, and even a failed mercenary incursion from Colombia. But the Venezuelan government was able to overcome these actions, and it emerged stronger. Further, because Guaidó lacked the support of the armed forces, which distrusted his political discourse, the interim leader appeared ineffective as the military enforced a nationwide lockdown.

This opposition strategy, which was strongly backed by the Trump administration, seriously backfired. Key groups within the official coalition, including the Socialist Party (PSUV) and the military, rallied around Maduro against what they perceived to be international interference that sought to divide and persecute them.\(^9\) The uncertainty fostered by the opposition-led initiatives exacerbated the perception among key actors that the costs of exiting the Maduro coalition, even if desirable, were too high on both the domestic and international fronts. Their willingness to enter or support any transition process became seriously constrained. The regime also took advantage of this situation to strip opposition leaders from the administrative control of their political parties and force a large number of legislators into exile, further reducing their political and civil rights.

Confronted by these realities, several parties within the opposition called for a renewed effort at negotiations with the Maduro government, with international

---

\(^6\) According to Datanálisis polls conducted in February 2021, Maduro’s approval ratings remained stable, at about 14 percent, while Guaidó’s popularity fell to almost 17 percent.

\(^7\) According to the same pollster, Datanálisis, in August 2021 more than 62 percent of citizens identified themselves as politically independent.


\(^9\) Lowenthal and Smilde, “Venezuela.”
facilitation. Other opposition figures and parties still view any negotiation effort with skepticism, citing four previous processes (including one facilitated by Norway in mid-2019) that failed. In August 2021, Norway aided the resumption of talks in Mexico; and the United States and European Union aligned their foreign policies to support the Mexico roundtable and address the humanitarian crisis, accepting that the best exit would be an agreed-on electoral route that restores political and civil rights and that can evolve in phases. But Maduro abruptly broke off the talks in mid-October 2021, following the US extradition of a close ally, Alex Saab, on money laundering charges, thus initiating a new round of US-Venezuelan recrimination.

At the time of this writing in mid-October 2021, the freeze in the negotiations could potentially impact regional and municipal elections scheduled for November 21. But if anything, the set-back in talks makes even more urgent the following questions about Venezuela’s future: at a time when the opposition holds less bargaining power than ever before, what exactly is a realistic road map for democratization in Venezuela? What changes could the opposition make in order to overcome fragmentation and improve its strategic coordination and organizational effectiveness? What might be the regime’s incentives, considering its internal stresses, to open the country’s political system, and could it realistically do so? And if the regime does open up politically, what would a realistic path toward democratization look like?

This report identifies initiatives and strategies that could increase the chances for effective political change in Venezuela. It considers the constraints intrinsic to the nature of Venezuela’s particular brand of authoritarian regime. It also accounts for the opposition’s strengths and weaknesses at this political juncture, whether or not both sides sit opposite one another at the negotiation table.

11 In retaliation, Maduro sent back to prison six executives of the PDVSA affiliate, Citgo, who previously had been released to house arrest.
“end the usurpation,” is not possible given the consolidation of the Maduro regime.

Thus, the report attempts to lay out not only a critique of why the previous strategy failed but also a path forward—reflecting the adage that politics is the art of the possible—in light of the asymmetry of power between the regime and the opposition, but also the assets and limitations of each side. The first section provides a brief description of the civil-military alliance that sustains Maduro’s rule. We consider how the nature of the regime limits the opposition’s ability to successfully put into motion what was, until very recently, its preferred theory of change: pressure leading to division or collapse. They will now need to accept choices that are, given the nature of the regime, riskier, costlier, and perhaps much slower. Chances are that negotiations might deliver some political opening and will need to progress in stages.

The second section explores whether the regime today has incentives to seriously engage in a negotiation process and whether those supporting chavismo would allow the opposition to make any political opening possible and, ultimately, reinforce a transition process. The third section provides a description of the current dilemmas that civil society and political actors are coping with in order to build an alternative road map for political change, in the context of the struggles experienced by Venezuelans living through one of the most severe humanitarian crisis in modern Latin American history. And the fourth section concludes with specific recommendations for what could constitute an alternative set of initiatives that should, potentially, increase the chances for Venezuela’s democratization efforts to succeed.

The Nature of the Chavista Regime

Venezuela has been under chavista rule since February 1999, after the charismatic Hugo Chávez won the December 1998 presidential election in a landslide. During the years he ruled, until dying of cancer in 2013, democracy in Venezuela was gradually undermined. In a slow yet steady transformation, Chávez, backed by an oil bonanza, was able to repeatedly win elections but simultaneously erode the credibility of the country’s democratic institutions.

During the first stage of the chavista regime (1999–2013) Chávez rewrote the Constitution to empower and consolidate a hyperpresidentialized political system and later succeeded in passing constitutional reform to include indefinite
reelection.\textsuperscript{14} He also progressively dismantled the checks and balances of horizontal and vertical accountability. \textit{Chavismo} was consistently able to outperform the opposition at the polls, thanks to clientelistic distribution of oil rents, the overrepresentation of rural areas, and the weakening of electoral competition through judicial mechanisms that targeted opposition leaders. Chávez used his executive powers to limit or increase access to fiscal resources to foes and allies, respectively, repress specific political and civil society organizations, and approve laws that prevented the opposition from governing in key regional and local spaces that could threaten \textit{chavismo} at the national level.

\textit{Chavismo}'s initial high levels of popularity and electoral competitiveness began faltering during Chávez’s final years in power, even though his figure as the founder of the revolution and his approach to governance retained high approval even after his death. This deterioration accelerated under the leadership of his handpicked successor, Nicolás Maduro. During what can be considered the regime’s second stage (2013–21)—an economic depression resulting from the state-controlled economy operating in a context of price controls, high public debt, falling international oil prices, and plummeting oil production—\textit{chavismo} lost considerable popular support.\textsuperscript{15} Maduro made use of more open authoritarian mechanisms to contain social dissatisfaction while limiting electoral competition even further.\textsuperscript{16} To achieve the latter, Maduro used judicial mechanisms that sought to neutralize the opposition-led National Assembly elected in December 2015; not only did he strip the opposition of its supermajority in the legislature and limit the parliament’s constitutional prerogatives but he also persecuted opposition political parties.

During this same period, the Maduro regime also relied more heavily on mechanisms of repression and social control to quash the waves of protests by civil society.\textsuperscript{17} The National Guard, special police forces, and para-state armed groups linked to the official party became crucial actors.\textsuperscript{18} This repression was widely extended to the popular sectors through the use of special police forces (Fuerzas de Acciones Especiales de la Policía Nacional Bolivariana, FAES) and nonstate armed actors (\textit{colectivos}), along with conditioning access to food programs and public services such as cooking gas in exchange for political and


social acquiescence.¹⁹ Last, the combination of oil rents and heavy state regulation became key factors in consolidating support among the armed forces and private-sector groups.²⁰ Under Chávez, corruption grew exponentially; but during Maduro’s rule, the country ticked all the boxes of a traditional kleptocracy. It became one of the most opaque and corrupt of all oil-producing countries and rentier states.²¹

In effect, Maduro strengthened the civil-military alliance that Chávez had been building over three consecutive presidential re-elections.²² He built closer ties with the military, giving it greater control of major state industries, and granting more political posts to former military officers.²³ He widened the armed forces’ presence in his executive cabinet and gave them leadership positions in important state agencies. He increased his control over key state-owned enterprises and the number of corporations under the leadership of the armed forces. And he offered former military members greater political control over the party’s directorate, including its political leadership. Likewise, he expanded the number of retired military officers in governorships across the country. By granting the armed forces a protagonist role in the country’s key economic sectors—primarily in oil, mining, and agriculture—he turned the military into a political ally with high stakes for backing the regime.

Maduro also introduced diverse mechanisms for political control to help him balance military power. He strengthened the surveillance capacity in the different factions of the armed forces with the support of Cuban personnel and technology. This allowed him to purge and repress officials or potential dissident movements that could jeopardize regime stability.²⁴ He also introduced organizational reforms to fragment decisionmaking. By considerably increasing the number of high-ranking officials, including generals, and creating special security zones throughout the territory, he limited the coordination capacity between military actors, even if this meant sacrificing operational capacity. Finally, the regime expanded the power of para-state groups, namely of the colectivos, and relaxed controls on the presence of irregular groups at the border as a form of protection against potential coups or incursions by neighboring countries. These same irregular groups have been allowed to share part of the revenues they reap from the illicit economy with other key actors in the regime. This same reasoning led to

---


²¹ According to the Corruption Perception Index in 2018, Venezuela ranked 168th, close to other oil-producing nations such as Angola, Libya, and Iraq. It was considered by this same index as the most corrupt country in Latin America.


the expansion of the role and number of militias, which became a formal component of the armed forces.25

Today, chavismo has all the characteristics of an authoritarian regime in the broadest sense of the concept, including the regime’s extensive and systematic human rights violations, which have now been officially documented and verified by the United Nations.26 A similar process is under way in the International Criminal Court in The Hague, pending the Attorney General’s decision to move the process towards a formal investigation and potential prosecution. However, the regime is not a personalist dictatorship, but rather a dominant party and military form of electoral authoritarianism, built with its own secretive logic and fed by a growing illicit economy. Venezuela has the highest levels of corruption in the region, with irregular and even criminal groups having a territorial presence.27 These “shadow” components, which provide the context in which the regime has consolidated its grip on power, make it opaque and difficult to characterize. The shadow economy, which uses sophisticated technological mechanisms such as crypto-currency, offers ways to “bypass” the strong international sanctions (financial, petroleum, and secondary) imposed by the United States with the strong support from international allies. The interaction between the political regime and the shadow economy has led to greater opacity, reduced public-sector capacities, and weakened state control over the national territory, particularly in the border regions with Brazil and Colombia—regions where illegal gold mining and narco-trafficking have surged.28

Obstacles to Change

Considering the characterization of the nature of the regime and drawing on a wide comparative transitional justice literature review, it is possible to identify the challenges the opposition faces as it promotes a political liberalization process that could lead, in turn, to an effective process of democratization. Among the challenges political and social actors will face as they seek political change in the Venezuelan case are these five considerations:

First, given the corporate role the military plays in the regime, the armed forces are only likely to support gradual political change that they can influence and that allows them to preserve their organizational and key economic interests. The only path toward democratization that could persuade the military to aid a democratization process is one that is grounded in the Constitution, that offers it

The only path toward democratization that could persuade the military to aid a democratization process is one that is grounded in the Constitution, that offers it a relevant role in the state-building process, and that preserves its legitimate organizational interests while creating a bold policy to force it to withdraw from their illegitimate enterprises. Counting on the military to remove chavismo by force is unwise because it is highly unlikely and could result in internal fragmentation and greater political uncertainty. A fractured military would be unable to control the speed of the transition process and repel actions that threaten its survival. Granting the military these assurances assumes that living with some of the legacies of the authoritarian years will be part of any democratization process in Venezuela. It is an inherent limitation, commonly seen in other Latin American countries with similar transitional justice experiences, that can make civilian control over the armed forces difficult at first, and that inherently tends to have a high fiscal cost. Over time, this process will need to separate legitimate organizational military interests from illegitimate economic interests, reforming education and promotion systems and also targeting accountability.

Second, if the key actors that sustain the Maduro regime perceive an existential threat, internal or external, that seeks a rupture that might in turn generate a political transformation that they cannot control, they will most likely continue to coalesce, even if they recognize the need for a change. Given the importance of actors like the military and the more moderate disillusioned factions within chavismo, it is crucial to accept that alternative theories of change must understand that any democratization process will be long, gradual, and negotiated; “pulling rather than pushing” is a better way to arrive at a concession that leads to a political opening, and that eventually and hopefully leads to a democratic transition.

Third, to assume that Maduro is an insubstantial political actor or a reflection of the internal alliances in the chavista coalition misjudges his role. Maduro has shown himself to be an astute political actor, capable of exerting ample control over institutions, as well as secure access to diverse resources that allow him to rebalance the civil-military alliance in response to changes in the political, social, and economic context. This means that any negotiations will need to treat Maduro as the country’s president, even though he is authoritarian; take into account his desire for a legacy; and be sensitive to the tensions among the different internal factions within his ruling coalition in order to obtain relevant institutional and political concessions.
Fourth, as a result of international sanctions (individual sanctions, in particular), and the judicial indictments taking place in the United States and the International Criminal Court at The Hague, actors related to chavismo value the Venezuelan jurisdiction and the domestic institutions they control and that protects them temporarily from international trials over their criminal actions. The same is true for illicit activities. This limitation supposes that any political process will need to incorporate transitional justice measures and plan for an institutional restructuring of the Venezuelan judicial system. This process would probably occur through constitutional reforms that offer them some protection within the national territory from these types of accountability measures, while at that at the same time addressing human right violations. A rapid transition that fails to offer some form of judicial guarantees, even if it includes recognizing these serious violations, is also unlikely.

And fifth, due to the characteristics of the regime, chavismo will refuse to delegate the implementation of any agreement to the opposition, especially, to its hardline factions. Chavismo will always seek terms that presuppose that it is in charge of implementing any concession. Because the exit costs are so high and uncertainty so extreme, it feels it cannot relinquish control over the implementation phase. Given this, the chances of success of any negotiations increase if the opposition relies more heavily on its moderate wing and other third-party actors, like the international community.

Is It in the Chavista Regime’s Interest to Negotiate?

Given the type of authoritarianism that Nicolás Maduro has consolidated, does the ruling civil-military alliance have any incentives to negotiate or to facilitate a political exit? Many argue that some of the regime’s authoritarian characteristics, including human rights violations and its use of illicit economies to finance its different operations, mean that it has very little incentives to leave power. Its strong ideological stance against a liberal conception of democracy reduces its openness to any type of checks and balances and even any type of power-sharing arrangement. According to this view, the incentive for the regime to commit itself to forging a political agreement with the opposition is practically nonexistent, even with the support of the international community.

Nevertheless, based on the nature of the regime explained in the previous section, chavismo could have very specific incentives to negotiate a political liberalization, even with an internally weak opposition, that could move toward a process of

---

democratization, if this opportunity is skillfully managed by the opposition leadership.\textsuperscript{30} It is possible to identify five concrete incentives that could lead to possible political concessions and, more broadly, to wider negotiations with the opposition:

**First**, negotiations that translate into regime change are an unlikely option for a *chavismo* that feels it has beaten the opposition, at least in the local arena. The military also believes it successfully disproved the idea, prescribed by the United States and other international actors, that external pressure would create fissures within its ranks so strong that it would eventually fracture. Yet if a political opening leads to a gradual relaxation of international sanctions and to greater humanitarian aid, the regime may engage with a negotiation process, particularly with regard to the electoral framework. The military might also feel as if it could pressure *chavismo* into negotiations that lift sanctions, thus protecting some of its organizational interests in order to reduce potential external threats. Even though they have proven resilient in the face of external pressures, the armed forces would still prefer to operate without sanctions. Put simply, both *chavistas* and the armed forces face a dilemma: they can remain in power at a high social cost, or they can obtain greater governability with the gradual easing of international restrictions. As long as Maduro remains in power, the only way out of this dilemma is through negotiations with the democratic opposition that are endorsed by the United States.

**Second**, changes in the international context may create incentives that make negotiations more likely. For example, electoral changes in Latin America that favor a less belligerent view toward *chavismo*, without openly supporting its undemocratic behavior, may lead to more favorable diplomatic mechanisms for a negotiated political solution. In the case of the United States, the Biden’s administration appears to be more open to accepting a multilateral approach toward Venezuela, especially if it is well coordinated with Europe and other Latin American nations. The United States has already publicly stated that its objective is not to remove *chavismo* but rather to ensure free and fair elections, without necessarily requiring a specific electoral timeline. A senior US official has stated that the Biden administration is committed to upholding its sanctions against the Maduro regime if it does not restore electoral guarantees and reestablish political and civil rights in Venezuela. Administration officials have also indicated that changes to the sanctions will be conditioned by humanitarian considerations as well as progress in negotiations between the Maduro government and the Unity Platform—that is, the opposition coalition.

**Third**, like Chávez, Maduro may aspire to a third presidential election in 2024, or perhaps he might try to orchestrate an internal transition within his own ranks. As

long as the political conflict continues and international sanctions remain unsolved, internal pressures from the regime against Maduro’s leadership could increase. This might push chavismo to explore leadership alternatives, although immediate concessions to the opposition may not necessarily be granted. This potential scenario of a new face of chavismo in the Miraflores Palace could present an opportunity for the international community to establish a new political phase for the regime, both internally and externally. Another potential scenario would be that these same internal pressures continue escalating, even after January 2023. If that were the case, Maduro’s hypothetical resignation after the fourth year of his second term would not necessarily lead to new presidential elections, but would instead lead to the vice president’s appointment as president, as stated in the Constitution. Chavismo would thus be preparing for an internal transition without risking losing control of the presidency to the opposition, which could be even further weakened by then. Against these two possible outcomes, it would be in Maduro’s interest to show that he was not only able to resist the “imperial aggression” of the United States but was also able to reach a political settlement with the opposition that allowed the relaxation, even if gradual and partial, of international sanctions. With that, he might obtain “internal approval” to run for his third reelection. Even if he does not run for a third term, he would want to claim that he successfully stabilized the revolution after Chávez’s death and managed his own succession.

Fourth, Venezuela’s oil production plummeted due to a lack of public and private investment, the dismantling of its technocratic managerial teams, the lack of transparency and ubiquitous corruption, and PDVSA’s high levels of foreign debt. This gradual process of decline has recently been exacerbated even further by financial, oil, and secondary sanctions toward the industry in the last four years. Secondary sanctions affected the production activity of key global oil operators in the country, including Russia’s Rosneft, to such an extent that some of them have left the country. If sanctions remain in place, chavismo’s prospects of restoring the oil industry are slim, even if the government allows local and foreign operators to control oil projects. If PDVSA is to regain access to the North American oil market, it is vital for chavismo to see sanctions relaxed, even if partially, or under an oil-for-food program of some sort.

And fifth, Maduro’s regime faces judicial indictments by the United States and a criminal case before the International Criminal Court at The Hague. These judicial proceedings could be an incentive for the regime to seek negotiations that grant it judicial guarantees that reduce the consequences it faces in the proceedings, at least in the Venezuelan jurisdiction. Negotiations would not only involve giving concessions to the opposition on the electoral and political fronts, but would also allow for the design of transitional justice mechanisms that could work for those that feel threatened by these international proceedings.
All the factors noted above could be incentives for an authoritarian hegemonic political system like Venezuela’s to seriously engage in negotiations. None of the incentives are strong enough for chavismo to voluntarily abandon power, but in the best of scenarios, it might accept a political liberalization process that gradually leads to a political transition through new free and fair elections, as stipulated in the Constitution. If that were the case, both presidential and National Assembly elections would be scheduled for 2024 and 2025, respectively; and a possible presidential recall could be activated beginning in January 2022. Maduro’s main interest in negotiations would be to keep the electoral timeline intact, as stipulated in the Constitution—and for neither presidential nor legislative elections to be repeated, even if they were to be considered illegitimate internationally—in exchange for making political and electoral concessions to the opposition and accepting international monitoring of the entire electoral process. In response, chavismo would demand the dismantling of both economic and individual sanctions by the United States; and could also demand a transitional justice framework of some sort.

With this potential scenario in mind, if the opposition really wants to obtain substantial concessions that are institutionally credible in any dimension of the agreement, it will need to expand its bargaining power beyond the sole use of international sanctions. The United States will also need to show that it is truly committed to gradually lifting these international constraints on the chavista regime, even if the opposition fails to gain ground in the electoral arena. The only real solution to this conundrum will involve some institutional agreement that might include constitutional changes, as well as steps that can be rapidly implemented and are easily verifiable, rather than an agreement whereby Maduro continues to rule without a few internal checks and that is rolled out during a longer period. In short, the agreement will need to provide credible commitments to democratic coexistence.

Civil Society and the Venezuelan Opposition

As discussed above, in its effort to promote a transition, the opposition adopted a hardline strategy that, along with increased international pressure, sought to

rupture the chavista coalition. Despite enjoying considerable domestic and international support, the opposition failed and its strategy badly miscarried. Increasing international economic and individual sanctions, activating both sealed and unsealed indictments, and threatening the regime with the potential use of military force—without offering an attractive alternative to the internal factions of chavismo—failed to dismantle the governing coalition. Instead, it led to further cohesion in the regime.

Ironically, it also led to the internal fragmentation of the opposition, which split into moderate and “maximalist” factions primarily over the issue of electoral participation. Indirectly, during the waves of social unrest that followed Guaidó’s rise to power, the regime justified its use of repressive mechanisms, incarcerating several opposition leaders and pushing others into exile. The arrival of the coronavirus pandemic in March 2020 allowed the regime to further demobilize the population and gave the armed forces greater control over the movement of goods and people across the national territory. It was precisely in this adverse context of the pandemic that the regime consolidated its grip on power domestically.

After the end of the National Assembly’s five-year constitutional term in December 2020, the opposition faced important challenges in justifying the interim presidency’s legitimacy before the international community. Notwithstanding, the opposition decided to continue boycotting its participation in elections, alleging that, like the previous presidential contest, the legislative election was also fraudulent. As a result, it decided to extend the National Assembly’s period for an additional year, to operate under the Delegate Commission with the objective of maintaining Guaidó’s position as acting president. As a consequence, several countries that previously recognized the National Assembly stopped doing so—

leaving the United States and a handful of countries as the only ones to formally recognize Guaidó as the legitimate president of Venezuela. However, none of those countries that stopped recognizing the interim presidency recognized the new National Assembly—now controlled by a super-majority of chavista legislators. Venezuela entered into a greater institutional vacuum, with the opposition even more dependent on the United States.

This crisis led to significant fissures in the opposition and the disillusionment of leading civil society organizations, which have all but withdrawn their crucial support. On one hand, more moderate factions in the opposition parties began to question the hardline strategy backed by Guaidó and whether abandoning the electoral route continued to make any sense. On the other hand, diverse groups and organizations from civil society began to demand political agreements that could start to address the complex humanitarian crisis exacerbated by the COVID-19 pandemic. The most pressing needs for both groups thus became negotiations, strengthening the opposition in the electoral arena, and addressing the humanitarian crisis. These demands were an important contrast to the more hardline political wing, which insisted on exerting “maximum pressure,” even if this would translate into higher social costs.

In early 2021, the more moderate wing of the opposition, with support from civil society groups openly critical of the “maximum pressure” approach, took advantage of this internal juncture to seek partial agreements with the regime, including the release of more than 110 political prisoners. Another key step forward were negotiations that made possible appointing the new National Electoral Council (CNE). Although the new CNE is still dominated by chavismo, it also includes the participation of actors linked to the democratic movement with appropriate credentials. The European Union endorsed the decision, considering it a step in the right direction. The United States’ tacit acceptance of the new CNE surprised the hardliners within the opposition, which had questioned the relevance and pertinence of these secret negotiations. On the humanitarian front, Venezuelan civil society managed to reach agreements with the ruling party for a preliminary assessment of the humanitarian crisis led to significant fissures in the opposition and the disillusionment of leading civil society organizations, which have all but withdrawn their crucial support. On one hand, more moderate factions in the opposition parties began to question the hardline strategy backed by Guaidó and whether abandoning the electoral route continued to make any sense. On the other hand, diverse groups and organizations from civil society began to demand political agreements that could start to address the complex humanitarian crisis exacerbated by the COVID-19 pandemic. The most pressing needs for both groups thus became negotiations, strengthening the opposition in the electoral arena, and addressing the humanitarian crisis. These demands were an important contrast to the more hardline political wing, which insisted on exerting “maximum pressure,” even if this would translate into higher social costs.
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Partly due to this series of events, the interim government had to change its “maximum pressure” policy and speak publicly of the need to seek a negotiated political solution facilitated by the international community.\textsuperscript{41} Guaidó presented the National Salvation Plan (Plan de Salvación Nacional), which rests on three main points: the international community’s disposition to gradually ease sanctions if an acceptable electoral timeline is established; the reestablishment of electoral guarantees, including reversing the intervention in political parties and ending the use of disqualifiers; and finally, the need to introduce transitional justice mechanisms that reduce the risks associated with any form of political transition.\textsuperscript{42} These three points, or pillars, rested on the premise that any negotiations should be comprehensive and integral, rather than incremental, and would count on the international community as guarantor, with the facilitation of Norway.

In the following months, the Maduro regime publicly expressed its interest in exploring negotiations, once again, with the support of Norway.\textsuperscript{43} It also stated that it would not make real concessions unless sanctions were dismantled first and that the opposition accepted the need to design partial rather comprehensive agreements. Maduro also stated that he would not be willing to negotiate any form of electoral timeline that was not already established by the Constitution. Finally, the regime stated that it would not accept under any circumstances direct negotiations with the interim presidency; talks facilitated by Norway needed to be held only with opposition actors not directly related to Guaidó’s interim presidency.

Although some of these demands do seem excessive, given the depth of the governability crisis in the country, they do signal that Maduro will not engage without serious concessions from the United States and without the opposition openly accepting that the idea of an interim presidency has been defeated. These demands, even if unrealistic, pressured Norwegian diplomats to redesign a negotiation process with an agenda and a format different from the failed 2019 negotiations that were held in Oslo and Barbados.


The Mexico Negotiations and Beyond

The Venezuelan opposition recently accepted that, despite all the international support it has, and the pressure that international sanctions have put on Maduro’s regime, its only option is to negotiate. The talks that began in early August 2021 in the Museum of Anthropology of Mexico City, and once again mediated by Norway, marked the beginning of a new round of negotiations.44 The new round of talks was backed by all the countries that have been, in one way or another, directly involved in the Venezuelan political conflict, including the United States, most European nations, Russia, Turkey, and China. Both sides nominally agreed, in a joint statement, that the main objective of the negotiations is to build a process that restores democratic coexistence and constitutional rule.45 The regime’s suspension of talks in October 2021 demonstrated the fragility of the process and the continuing deep distrust between the parties.

Yet the path toward successful negotiations is extremely fragile. While the opposition has no real alternative to the negotiating table, the Maduro regime can continue resisting external pressures and deepen its authoritarian rule, even if that incurs political and social risks in the medium to long term. However, like the opposition, there is strong reason to conclude that key sectors within chavismo also realize that negotiations are necessary, mainly because they recognize that they cannot dismantle the international sanctions against them or obtain any form of political recognition without an internationally endorsed political settlement. Maduro has invested many resources and employed repression to deepen the divisions within the opposition—including his attempt to build and coopt a loyal opposition. His government has also tried to negotiate directly with the United States without any kind of opposition intermediation. So far, all these efforts have failed. The chavista regime has apparently accepted that the only way it can normalize politically and reintegrate internationally is through an agreement with the opposition, which includes both its moderate and hardline factions, and is facilitated by Norway.

Yet the path toward successful negotiations is extremely fragile. While the opposition has no real alternative to the negotiating table, the Maduro regime can continue resisting external pressures and deepen its authoritarian rule, even if that incurs political and social risks in the medium to long term. The idea that the regime will leave power in the short term, or that it will not protect itself politically if it loses an election, is more aspiration than a reality. At best, the opposition will

be negotiating a political opening that could potentially end in a transition process if the opposition is able to reunite and regain popular support. The uneven incentives to negotiate between the opposition and *chavismo* may also pose serious dilemmas for the definitive implementation of any agreement. The opposition would need to live with a settlement, if one is reached, that concedes not only many judicial guarantees to the *chavistas* but also gives up much of the control over the timing and execution of any political agreement.

Another difficulty the opposition faces is that international sanctions against the Maduro regime have become less effective as a negotiating tool because the military and the official party have learned to live with them, although the fact that the military and the PSUV have learned to bypass international sanctions does not mean they would not prefer to have them removed.46 Some in the regime appear to accept that their long-term survival requires popular support, which in turn requires an improving social and economic picture, which in turn requires getting out from under sanctions. In addition, unlike in the 2019 negotiations, also mediated by Norway, Maduro has agreed to participate in the talks hosted by Mexico, seeking political recognition and international legitimacy, and not just the removal of economic, financial, and individual sanctions. *Chavismo* knows that this will require meeting the minimum concession demanded by the international community: free and fair elections.

Both sides, with the Norwegian facilitation, have made certain changes to the architecture of the negotiations that allow greater flexibility in the process. First, the participating parties have conceded that the negotiations must be comprehensive in principle, which means that the points in the agenda will only be considered concluded once all the points have been negotiated.47 Both participating parties have also accepted that they can progress in the negotiations through phases or partial agreements to the extent that the parties agree.48 The United States, for its part, has publicly stated that the sanctions can be progressively removed if and when these phases are reached, but with little clarity as to what this would consist of or when it would be implemented.

Second, the parties will follow the electoral timetable established in the Constitution of 1999, rather than demand a different electoral schedule. According to the Constitution, the electoral schedule includes regional and local elections in 2021, a potential presidential recall in 2022, presidential elections in 2024, and legislative elections in 2025. According to the opposition’s view, presidential and legislative elections ought to be repeated because the last
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48 This was also the case with Oslo/Barbados, but the opposition in particular declined to take up the possibility of partial agreements. In this new process, hardliners have accepted the need to embrace these types of agreements.
elections in 2018 were widely considered fraudulent, and thus illegitimate. At the international level, however, no country, including the United States, has called for early elections or Maduro’s abandonment of power. Instead, they have emphatically demanded the restoration of all political and civil rights and the granting of electoral guarantees as a necessary minimum for negotiations. The United States has also said that it will continue to recognize Guaidó as Venezuela’s interim president, even if symbolically. Until there are free and fair elections that lead to the renewal of all public powers, Washington apparently intends to refuse to recognize the chavista regime.

Given the degrees of freedom built into the architecture of the negotiations, both the Maduro regime and the opposition committed to certain principles and rules that lent greater international support and transparency to the negotiating process. In the document that describes the shared objective and the rules of the negotiations, Maduro’s delegation signed as the government of Venezuela while the opposition signed as the Unitary Opposition Platform. In doing so, the opposition implicitly recognized the de facto regime’s control of the national territory, even if it does not consider the regime legitimate, and conceded the unsustainability of the interim government as a political instrument, while not abdicating the interim presidency’s current control over assets abroad. Likewise, in accepting the terms of the negotiation process mediated by Norway, chavismo recognized that the opposition representatives that sat in Mexico are the only ones with the authority to carry out the negotiation process. This initial step of mutual recognition constituted a fundamental step forward.

While the opposition alone cannot force the Maduro regime back to the bargaining table, it must work assiduously at home to build on the strengths it still has. Failure to do so, given its weak bargaining power, will see the political opening and the chance of a democratization process, even if further down the line, seriously compromised.

Necessary steps include:

**Rebuilding Unity:** The reigning tensions within the opposition and declining support for the minority factions that have led their collective efforts during the last three years have weakened its capacity for better strategic coordination in order to promote a more effective democratization process. These rifts are marked by differences on whether to resume an electoral route, and whether and how to involve international actors in that process, given the regime’s use of both selective repression and manipulation of electoral rules to exacerbate the opposition’s internal divisions.\(^{49}\) These tensions, as stated above, could seriously

affect the opposition’s bargaining power should the negotiations resume, along with its future political effectiveness in any electoral process. Despite these tensions, both the hardline and moderate wings of the opposition have come to agree that a negotiation process with international support is needed.

Given this, it would be beneficial for all branches of the opposition to solve their differences and expand its representation to include broader social groups. Similarly, they need to establish clear guidelines for decisionmaking. Up to this point, the opposition has revolved around the interim government, which includes the representation of various political parties. This strategy, however, has been exhausted and now requires strong conflict resolution mechanisms. These new rules for decisionmaking need to address the issues pertaining to political representation and expand the coalition to include more plural groups of civil society. Without these corrections, the opposition risks seeing its popularity erode further, even with an agreement in Mexico.

Regional Elections: At the outset, the United States, the European Union, and Canada jointly voiced their support for the negotiations in Mexico while also signaling their belief that regional and local elections could represent, under certain conditions, a first step toward verifying the independence of the National Electoral Council (CNE). This newly appointed CNE was one of the first crucial concessions in negotiations between the ruling party, Venezuelan civil society, and the more moderate wing of the opposition.

The European community has shown its willingness to monitor the November 2021 electoral process only if the opposition remains united around its participation. The opposition must seriously consider using its participation in the regional elections to test the “willingness” of chavismo—in the context of European observation—to concede these conditions. It must also consider unitary candidacies that allow it to compete against chavismo, which continues to maintain a hegemonic position at all levels of government. These regional and local elections will allow the European community to make a more accurate evaluation and verification of the electoral conditions, as well as an assessment that allows it to propose improvements for upcoming presidential and legislative elections that might be eventually negotiated.

If negotiations do not incorporate broader issues of democratic institutions into the discussions, aimed at counterbalancing the “winner-take-all” features of Venezuela’s constitutional design, the elections themselves will not prevent another systemic governability crisis like the kind that stems from a hyperpresidential regime that lacks controls of any sort.
The Institutional Issue: The opposition has said that its main objective at the negotiating table is a timeline for free and fair elections. This is certainly a fundamental objective. But if negotiations do not incorporate broader issues of democratic institutions into the discussions, aimed at counterbalancing the “winner-take-all” features of Venezuela’s constitutional design, the elections themselves will not prevent another systemic governability crisis like the kind that stems from a hyperpresidential regime that lacks controls of any sort. Therefore, the discussion must address the renewal of public powers in a framework that reestablishes the rule of law, including through judicial reform. Additionally, the discussion must include constitutional reforms that reduce presidential powers and grant greater financial autonomy to regional and local governments. The reforms must reduce the stakes of holding power and the costs of being in the opposition. These constitutional reforms should also include eliminating indefinite reelection, which would allow an honorable exit for Maduro in 2024 and a renewal of chavismo. Finally, reforms to the electoral system need to be introduced to guarantee effective proportional representation that guarantees more balanced and inclusive representation of different groups across the political spectrum; this, instead of a proportional representation system that is frequently manipulated in order to increase the difficulty for the opposition to coordinate the vote or by reducing the size of districts to decrease their number of seats according to the size of their vote, especially in urban and affluent areas where chavismo is usually weaker. These manipulations have muted the effect of a formal electoral representation system that works, in practice, more as a majoritarian first-past-the-post system.

Humanitarian Emergency: Polls reveal that more than 50 percent of the population supports a negotiated solution to the Venezuelan political conflict. However, the percentage of those who believe that political change will indeed take place in the country is very low. The overall perception is that both the chavista and opposition elites are disconnected from the socioeconomic realities of Venezuelans, especially when it comes to the high cost of living associated with hyperinflation, poor access to food, and the deterioration of public services. The COVID-19 pandemic has exacerbated this public perception even further.

Although Maduro is largely blamed for most of these problems, the opposition does not represent a credible alternative for many. Opposition actors must thus continue to focus on agreements that aim at addressing the humanitarian crisis, thereby gaining greater visibility and credibility among the population. Humanitarian agreements should include the expansion of the World Food Program in Venezuela, the consolidation of a national vaccination program for
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COVID-19, the development of a program oriented toward the retention of teachers in public schools, increasing the meager salaries in the public health sector, and giving greater attention to the crisis of the electricity sector. The population is more likely to support negotiations if it receives tangible benefits from early agreements. It is worth noting that, in order to finance any assistance programs, the negotiating parties will need to structure agreements that effectively allow access to the resources needed for their execution. These include, but are not limited to, the country’s frozen assets abroad and financial support from multilateral organizations.

The Role of Civil Society: All previous negotiation processes have failed, in part, because the negotiations have lacked stakeholders. Every time a negotiation process dies, a few people protest and a few celebrate. So far, relevant social, religious, business, trade union, and other labor leaders have been absent. When Venezuelan civil society organizations have participated, as in the Dominican Republic in 2018, they have done so as part of the opposition delegation and not as potential global beneficiaries of the agreements. Their mobilization shows the need to incorporate them as key players in any negotiation process. The most effective way to achieve this goal is by having a pluralistic, complementary consultation mechanism that has the endorsement of the parties and that can support the development of the negotiation agenda—and thus validate the technical socioeconomic aspects of past agreements and their implementation. This step is essential in order to ensure the quality of the agreements, the likelihood of implementing them within the agreed-upon timelines, and to expand the number of stakeholders with an interest in the success of the negotiations.

The Armed Forces: The armed forces play a central role in any conceivable political opening that could lead to a democratization process that moves in phases. Given their importance, any solution must incorporate their organizational interests while at the same time clearly distinguishing between their legitimate and illegitimate enterprises. Failure to do so will make the successful implementation of any political agreement less likely. According to the renowned Venezuelan historian and former president Ramón J. Velásquez, the armed forces have historically acted like a political party: no previous transition has been possible in Venezuela without their support and blessing. However, in the past two years, the Venezuelan opposition has resorted, unsuccessfully, to the use of force against them. Given this course of action, and its failure, the military is suspicious if not disdainful of the hardline branch of the opposition. Even though the opposition has promised amnesty and individual protections to those members of the military who attempt to overthrow the regime, the opposition has also engaged in operations—such as the uprising attempt on April 30, 2019, and the mercenary incursions in May 2020—that undermined its credibility in the eyes of the

52 The negotiation agreement explicitly mentions the need to design this mechanism.
Transitional justice must be a central component of a negotiation process, given the systemic violation of human rights by the regime (corroborated by the United Nations); the extension of a parallel economy built by illegal mining, drug trafficking, and human trafficking; mass corruption documented by several international nongovernmental organizations; and the existence of ongoing international judicial and criminal procedures in both the United States and the Hague.

In the future, the opposition ought to develop a solid proposal that not only improves its credibility with the military but also clearly communicates the legitimate participatory role of military institutions in the democratization process. Regrettfully, the opposition failed to do so while it controlled the National Assembly and instead promised an amnesty that the military rejected because it felt no need to be pardoned for wrongs it had not committed. One way to achieve this objective would be to convene a group of experts to develop a clear proposal—with the support of various civil society groups—to reinstitutionalize the armed forces and strengthen their operational capacity, in addition to presenting the socioeconomic benefits for the military and as well as the security agencies stemming from a process of political change. This proposal could be published as a white paper that could credibly reassure the military about what to expect if the opposition acquires power.

Transitional Justice: Transitional justice must be a central component of a negotiation process, given the systemic violation of human rights by the regime (corroborated by the United Nations); the extension of a parallel economy built by illegal mining, drug trafficking, and human trafficking; mass corruption documented by several international nongovernmental organizations; and the existence of ongoing international judicial and criminal procedures in both the United States and the Hague. Venezuela cannot stop the documenting, investigating, verifying, or prosecuting of all these cases. No form of amnesty can encourage “forgetfulness.” Instead, it can create a framework for transitional justice that considers the national legal framework and international treaties that include Venezuela but that still makes the political process viable. In the case of the Colombian peace accord, transitional justice was the most complex legal issue and the one that delayed the final peace agreement the most and became most divisive politically, as reflected in the triumph of the “No” vote in the

plebiscite on the peace accord. The discussion of the issue took several years. In the case of Central America, especially El Salvador and Guatemala, the United Nations played a key role in guiding this process. In the case of Venezuela, it would be beneficial to enlist the best national and international experts who can promptly develop an appropriate framework that is consistent with the objectives and principles of the current negotiations. Their participation can greatly increase the likelihood of reaching a political agreement that is implemented in its entirety.

**The Dilemma of the Electoral Timetable:** The Maduro regime wants to maintain the current electoral timetable, which ensures that the presidential elections due in 2024 are held with him in power and that chavismo can again become competitive in those elections. Chavismo also wants to maintain the qualified majority of the National Assembly until 2025. In other words, if the opposition were to win the presidential election in 2024, it would do so with a chavismo-dominated parliament and chavismo-controlled judiciary. As some chavistas say, “even if we lose the presidency, we could give them a good dose of what we experienced when they tried to overthrow us.” In the opposition, there are some who think that an activation of the recall referendum in 2022 could be an alternative option to power. However, the truth is that, even if Maduro loses the recall to the opposition, the opposition would need to govern in a tremendously fragile environment. Chavismo could also delay the referendum after 2023 in hopes that, in the case of losing constitutionally, Maduro could name a successor and not call elections immediately. Given this, a better option might be to move up the legislative elections and agree on a reform to the electoral system that ensures a more balanced, proportional system. Despite the dominance of certain parties, with this reform, the legislature would be more evenly balanced and would need to negotiate the renewal of all public powers to obtain the two-thirds required by the Constitution for their appointments. Throughout, the opposition needs to focus sharply on increasing its unity.

**The Lifting of Sanctions:** Maduro has publicly said that he will not accept any agreement unless all sanctions (financial, oil, individual, and secondary) are lifted. For its part, with the support of the United States, the opposition has said that it is prepared to request the gradual lifting of sanctions as long as (1) the lifting of sanctions is the result of reaching an electoral political agreement in Mexico; (2) that these are in line with the progress of the timeline agreed to by the parties; and (3) changes in political and electoral conditions are “definitive.” Under these terms, Maduro must accept that without a restoration of political and civil rights, electoral guarantees adjusted to international standards, and an agreed-on electoral timeline, the White House will not remove sanctions. Conversely, the United States must consider that chavismo will see a high risk that sanctions
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could be reimposed, as was the case in Iran and Cuba. *Chavismo* also argues that with the presence of sanctions, it cannot compete “electorally.” Likewise, the opposition counters that with the disqualifications and the legal constraints on parties, it cannot compete on equal terms either.

Considering the complexity of this situation, if the United States and the opposition decide to gradually lift economic sanctions, they should also be prepared to respond to demands for concessions in other areas valued by the Maduro regime, such as the lifting of individual sanctions, relocating the US Embassy from Bogotá to Caracas, and recognizing Maduro as president from the moment of the final agreement until 2024. The Maduro regime should recognize that the United States may be more willing to lift sanctions, even gradually, if the 2024 presidential elections and the 2025 legislative elections are brought forward.

The discussion about the scale of the lifting of sanctions as well as the electoral timeline will be central points in a negotiation process. To solve these issues, *chavismo* would need to move elections forward to encourage an immediate lifting of sanctions, or run the risk of having sanctions lifted and then reinstated. The United States, too, should demand a commitment and actions by the Maduro regime to abandon opaque financial operations that it has been conducting with the support of several of its international allies—such as Iran, Turkey, China, and Russia—to evade these restrictions imposed on PDVSA and the Central Bank of Venezuela, which will bring greater guarantees of a permanent lifting of sanctions.

**CONCLUSION**

Venezuela’s exit from its current tragic situation will require massive institutional rebuilding, which can only emerge from some type of political agreement, which hopefully might yet surface from the negotiations initiated in Mexico City and subsequently suspended. Any solution will also demand an honest commitment from both sides in the conflict to effective democratic governance as the key to peaceful coexistence and social harmony, the protection of fundamental human rights, economic reconstruction and recovery, and dynamic political stability in Venezuela.55

This report has attempted to concisely describe key aspects of Venezuela’s recent history and current plight. It has identified diverse causes of the country’s decline and has attempted to realistically outline imaginable and feasible steps that could improve the chances of achieving progress toward the Venezuela that most citizens want and that most members of the international community could support. Most Venezuelans call for good faith negotiations to translate the
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original, agreed-on objectives of the Mexico City dialogue into implementable agreements. This report has tried to explain why these objectives are in the interests of those who have supported the chavista movement and those who have opposed it, as well as the rest of Venezuela.

The report recommends that a resolution of the Venezuelan crisis be reached through a negotiated solution incorporating democratic norms and institutions. It is also cautious on the prospects for “irreversible” solutions. In order to achieve this, it explains some history to clarify how Venezuela got into its current tragic political impasse; but its emphasis is not on assigning blame nor evaluating the past in detail. Rather, it explores and pursues feasible and constructive paths to which political and social actors, and members of the international community, can commit themselves in order to progress toward the conditions and values they want to achieve. As the current impasse demonstrates, it would be naive to assume that any of these paths will be easy, short, or assured. However, the approach that has been outlined throughout this report has a considerably better chance of reversing Venezuela’s downward spiral and making progress than the strategies and tactics that have been followed thus far by Maduro’s regime, the organized opposition, and salient members of the international community, each with their own perspective and interests but with no shared positive vision for the future.

The approach that is recommended here is based on a simple premise: Venezuela’s current situation is dire and destructive. The heavy lifting to halt the country’s decline and change course in the interests of all citizens and of international cooperation must be undertaken by Venezuelans—including both those who have thus far been active in public life and those who have felt alienated and incapable of positively shaping the country’s future and their own. This approach will take mature and thoughtful leadership and, equally important, will require broad participation by citizens and civil society organizations and by those who have been exercising power in national, regional, and municipal government and in the armed forces, police, and security agencies. No foreign power will take the risks and devote the resources and energy needed to resolve Venezuela’s multiple crises, but several nations have interests and resources that could engage with and support concerted Venezuelan efforts.

Assuring and protecting free, fair, and credible elections with agreed-on rules and procedures and adequate monitoring is clearly necessary. But given the nature of
the political regime with which the opposition is battling, it may only be achieved in stages over time. The opposition could hopefully, with the support of the international community, and even from factions within chavismo, be able to obtain both an institutional and electoral opening from the regime, but it would be unwise for its political leadership to believe that democratization will be guaranteed just by an agreement. Rather, the opposition must seriously rethink its strategy in more realistic terms, reorganize and rebuild its social networks throughout the whole country, and gain the electoral strength in the domestic arena that will be required to transform any potential opening into a definitive democratization process. It would be a mistake to continue to delegate this responsibility to the international community, or to an interim government that has increasingly become weaker and more symbolic. This strategy will entail taking political risks—that is, taking advantage of windows of opportunity rather than just actively waiting for better conditions sometime in the near future, especially if negotiations do not produce the expected outcomes.

Making peaceful democratic coexistence possible among Venezuelans of different perspectives and assuring adequate protection of fundamental human rights are also urgent priorities. Careful and thoughtful transitional justice principles and procedures that take into account Venezuela’s particular circumstances will require confidential negotiations, drawing upon qualified judicial experts and representatives of the security forces and of their victims. Venezuelans of differing perspectives as well as international participants and observers should now want to reinforce this momentum by emphasizing what unites them and by working to bridge remaining differences.